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Young Dancer Program through Level 3/4 
 

Creative Movement - 3yr olds must be 3 by 9/01  
Friday 4:30-5:00 Kathleen  
Saturday 12:30-1:00 Kathleen 
 

Pre Ballet - 4yr olds must be 4 by 9/01  
Wednesday 5:30-6:15 Kathleen FULL this class is now on a waiting list. Please let us know if we can add your name 
 

Level 1 – 5 & 6 yr olds must be 5 by 9/01 
Tuesday Ballet & Tap 4:30-5:30 Paula 
Wednesday Ballet & Tap 4:30-5:30 Kathleen 
Saturday Ballet & Tap 11:30-12:30 Kathleen 
 

Level 2 - 7 & 8 yr olds must be 7 by 9/01 
Monday Ballet, Jazz & Tap 4:30-6:00 Paula 
Thursday Hip Hop 6:15-7:00 Charlie 
 

Level 3/4 approx. ages 9-11  There is room to grow within this level. We suggest a 

young dancer may wish to start off with a ballet class a week plus an elective. Older dancers 
may wish to do a ballet class with several electives. JPT (Junior Progressing Technique) is a 
must for young dancers working towards pointe shoes! The sky is the limit, it is up to you! 
Placement is determined by faculty.  Classes with “N” are not in recital 
 

Tuesday Contemporary 5:30-6:15 Lisa  
Tuesday Jazz 6:15-7:00 Lisa 
Wednesday Tap 6:15-7:00 Brittany 
Thursday JPT (Junior Progressing Technique) N 4:30-5:30 Gigi 
Thursday Hip Hop 5:30-6:15 Charlie 
Friday Ballet 5:00-6:15 Kathleen 
 

 
 

 

Pre-Professional Recommendations: 

It is not uncommon to see our Level ¾ dancers start to get more serious about dance.  
Things we recommend for these more serious dancer: 

 Ballet class, plus at least one other elective 

 Older dancers wishing for more ballet may inquire with our staff about being placed in 

Wednesday’s  L5/6 ballet for an additional ballet class. Must still take L3/4 Ballet 
  JPT-extra work on technique and placement 
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Level 5/6 approx. age 12-14  

* Pointe dancers must take 2 ballet classes a week plus JPT or SPT * Placement is determined 
by faculty. If you are a dancer in this level not quite ready for pointe shoes, we encourage you 
to take the pointe classes in soft shoes as preparation towards your goal of being en Pointe. 
Taking more than one class? Make registering easy; simply circle the classes you want on this 
sheet and turn it in with your registration form. With our sliding tuition fee scale, the more 
classes you take the cheaper it becomes! Is it your dream to make this your profession? Talk to 
us about a pre-professional personalized schedule. Pre Professional recommendations are also 
suggested in box below. Classes with “N” are not in recital 
 

Monday Hip Hop 4:30-5:30 Brittany 
Monday Ballet 5:30-7:00 Brooke  
Monday Pointe 7:00-8:00 Brooke 
*Tuesday SPT (Senior Progressing Technique) N 4:30-5:30 Gigi if you have taken Progressing 
Technique before this would be the class you would want to be in  
Tuesday Ballet N 5:30-7:00 Gigi 
Tuesday Pointe Int/Adv N 7:00-8:00 Gigi only with faculty approval  
Wednesday Ballet 4:30-6:00 Paula 
Wednesday Jazz 6:00-7:00 Paula  
Wednesday Tap 7:00-8:00 Brittany 
*Thursday JPT (Junior Progressing Technique) N 4:30-5:30 Gigi if you have not taken 
Progressing Technique before taken this would be the class you would sign up for  
Thursday Circus Fit N 4:30-5:30 Charlie  
Thursday Ballet 5:30-7:00 Paula 
Thursday Pointe Int/Adv 7:00-8:00 Brooke only with faculty approval 
Friday Contemporary 4:30-5:30 Paula  
Friday Junior Company Rehearsal 5:30-6:30 dancers selected by invitation  
Friday Flamenco 6:30-7:30 Nayrovys 
Saturday Musical Theater 9:30-10:30 Brittany 
Saturday Ballet 10:30-Noon Brooke 
Saturday Broadway Tap 10:30-11:30 Brittany  
Saturday Pointe & Variations Noon-1:00 Brooke only with faculty approval 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Pre-Professional Recommendations: 
Things we recommend for more serious dancers: 

 Several ballet classes, plus several electives 

 Pointe dancers must take a minimum of 2 ballet technique classes a week, but really should be 

coming to all ballet classes possible if they want to be at their best. 
 JPT or SPT is required for pointe dancers, but also essential for non-pointe dancers too. Gives 

dancers that extra work and understanding on technique and placement 

 Circus Fit and or Ballet Ball class for additional work on flexibility & strength 

 Dancers at this level will quickly reach our unlimited fee rate at just 7.75hrs of classes a week. This 

means after that time frame is reached all other classes would be FREE. So why not take it all and 
get ready? Remember our installment plan also helps make things more affordable 
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Levels 7/8 & Adults approx. age 15 & up  
At this level pointe dancers must take 3 ballet classes a week plus SPT Course. Placement is 
always determined by faculty  Taking more than one class? Make registering easy; simply circle 
the classes you want on this sheet and turn it in with your registration form. With our sliding 
tuition fee scale, the more classes you take the cheaper it becomes! Is your dream to make this 
your profession? Talk to us about a pre-professional personalized schedule. See box below for 
recommendations. Classes with “N” are not in recital 
 

Monday Ballet 5:30-7:00 Brooke  
Monday Pointe 7:00-8:00 Brooke 
Monday Hip Hop 6:00-7:00 Brittany 
Monday Jazz 7:00-8:00 Paula 
*Tuesday SPT (Senior Progressing Technique) N 4:30-5:30 Gigi if you have taken Progressing 
Technique before this would be the class you would want to be in  
Tuesday Ballet N 5:30-7:00 Gigi 
Tuesday Pointe Int/Adv N 7:00-8:00 Gigi only with faculty approval  
Tuesday Contemporary 7:00-8:30 Paula 
Wednesday Ballet 4:30-6:00 Paula 
*Thursday JPT (Junior Progressing Technique) N 4:30-5:30 Gigi if you have not taken 
Progressing Technique before taken this would be the class you would sign up for  
Thursday Circus Fit N 4:30-5:30 Charlie  
Thursday Ballet 5:30-7:00 Paula 
Thursday Tap 7:00-8:00 Paula 
Thursday Pointe Int/Adv 7:00-8:00 Brooke only with faculty approval 
Friday Junior Company Rehearsal 5:30-6:30 dancers selected by invitation  
Friday Flamenco 6:30-7:30 Nayrovys 
Saturday Musical Theater 9:30-10:30 Brittany 
Saturday Ballet 10:30-Noon Brooke 
Saturday Broadway Tap 10:30-11:30 Brittany  
Saturday Pointe & Variations Noon-1:00 Brooke only with faculty approval 
 
 
 
 

Pre-Professional/Professional Recommendations: 
By this age, serious dancers are gearing up for a college dance program and/or career in dance. 

We recommend: 
 As many ballet classes and electives as possible. Contemporary training is also a must if 

considering a college dance program 

 Pointe dancers must take a minimum of 2 ballet technique & pointe classes a week, but really 

should be coming to all ballet classes possible if they want to be at their best. 
 SPT is required for pointe dancers but essential also for non-pointe dancers. Gives dancers that 

extra work and understanding of technique and placement 

 Circus Fit and/or Ballet Ball class for additional work on flexibility & strength 

 Dancers at this level will quickly reach our unlimited fee rate at just 7.75hrs of classes a week. 

This means after that time frame is reached all other classes would be FREE. So why not take it 

all and get ready? Remember our installment plan also helps make things more affordable 
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